Floor Cleaning and Maintenance
What is Best Type of Cleaner?
For light duty cleaning, a neutral pH
cleaner is recommended. NP915, Easy
Cleaner
On more heavily soiled floors, a
higher alkaline cleaner may be more
productive. NP916, Cleaner

How Often Should Epoxy Floors
Be Cleaned?
The cleaning schedule will depend on floor
usage. Light service areas may only need
swept daily. Heavily used and soiled floors
could require more frequent service.

CAUTION! Although unlikely, some cleaners may affect the color of the treated surface.
Always test cleaners prior to use.

How To Clean Epoxy Floors

Extend the Life of Your Floor
Clean Spills
Right Away
Leaving spills
can cause the
floor to discolor
or damage the
coating.

REMOVE DEBRIS

Using a broom, dust mop or
floor sweeper remove all dust
and debris from the floor.

Avoid
Stiff Brush
Avoid use of
stiff bristle
brushes as they
can dull out the
floor coating.

No Methylene
Chloride
Do not use cleaners
with this chemical;
it is designed to
remove epoxies &
urethanes.

Polish
Floor
Polish the floor
using a polymer
floor wax to
restore original
gloss.

MIX CLEANER

Mix cleaning concentrate
with water according to
manufacturers instructions.

APPLY

Apply floor cleaner using a
mop, medium flex bristle
deck brush, or automatic
floor scrubber.

Do not use a mop on textured floors.

DWELL TIME

Allow the cleaner to remain
on the floor surface for 5 to
10 minutes.
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REMOVE & RINSE

Remove cleaner first then
rinse with water using a mop,
wet vacuum or automatic
floor scrubber.
Squeegee can be used on smooth floors.

Do Not Drag
Objects
Avoid dragging
heavy or sharp
objects on floor,
including pallets.
Use a hand truck.

Maintain
Use Furniture
Equipment
Pads
Place pads on legs Wheels on fork trucks
of chairs, tables,
and hand trucks
and other furniture
should be
to prevent marks
maintained to avoid
and scratches.
scratches.

Polymer Floor Waxes
Using a polymer floor wax can help revitalize your
floor system and restore gloss.
NP7961, Polymer Floor Wax Concentrate is easy to
apply and provides a protective layer with excellent
scratch and mark resistance. This product is an
excellent addition to routine maintenance programs.
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